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1. Bespoke Tables and Development Work 

1.1. Summary 

 

Too many times life interrupts those truly magical gaming experiences and causes you to have to pack away 

that long campaign or move to the sofa to eat your meal when all you want to do is hit a big red pause button 

while you deal with life.  

 

With Tinkerbot tables simply remove the top slats and set up your favourite game. Each table has integrated 

light rails, so maybe set the mood as well. Whether you are in the midst of your seventh hour of a rather 

lengthy campaign, or just want to leave a short game setup to play again later simply refit the top slats and 

support, turn off the lights and you are ready for that sit-down meal, or homework session. 

We here at Tinkerbot tables aim to remove the stress and reduce the significant financial costs of what we 

see as a vital piece of gaming equipment, plus we care about where your wood comes from. We only use 

suppliers that are registered with the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) who ensure the use of 

environmentally-appropriate forest management practices in the production of wood. 

 

Can’t find the right table to fit your space?? With our bespoke table service, you are able to customise the 

dimensions to the table to suit your individual needs. We understand that each gaming environment is 

different and as such tweaks are needed here and there to get it just right to fit that space that you need 

filling. We use computer aided design tools (CAD) to develop our bespoke solution and produce the drawings 

that are then used to hand craft each and every part of the table. We start from a standard construction base 

and philosophy, then extended outwards, upwards, or any direction you need, including various shapes and 

configurations. This serves to cut out significant costs that are usually associated with custom sizes. 

Depending on the size and complexity of the table, we may charge a small design surcharge but the price of 

the table will typically be similar to the nearest size in our range. For example, a hexagonal table that is about 

the outside dimensions of an Oct 8 would cost about an Oct 8 in price. 
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1.2. How does a custom design process work? 

 

Simple, give us a rough outline/brief of what you want with approximate critical dimensions and we can do 

the rest! For example, if you desire a hexagon table then give us the outside dimensions and we will provide 

drawings for the rest. If the key thing for you is the gaming surface, and one of our standard range just doesn’t 

quite fit then tell us that size, or game your playing and we will provide the rest. 

 

1. Send us your idea, dimensions, specification, detailed drawings (if you happen to have them). 

2. We will review, sketch out, price up and get back to you with a proposal. 

3. If you agree, then we would ask for a deposit to buy materials and then get building. We would give 

you an estimate for delivery depending on workshop loads so that you know exactly how long and 

how much before you commit.  
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2. Table sizes  

2.1. Hex 6  

A 6-8 seater table with just enough room for the likes of a full Firefly (being creative with deck positioning), 

Arkham Horror or Gloom Haven covering the world map while in a scenario. Table slats that cover the game 

vault while not in use making it a practical dining table are always included as standard. 
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2.2. Quad 4 

A cheeky 4-seater that will fit a pandemic or pandemic legacy. Combined with personal play areas and some 

creative deck placement this could take a Gloom Haven scenario, Imperial Assault or a descent. Table slats 

that cover the game vault while not in use making it a practical dining table are always included as standard. 
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2.3. War 91  

Designed to meet requirements of a standard X-wing battle area. Approximately a 4-6 seater table. Table 

slats that cover the game vault while not in use making it a practical dining table are always included as 

standard. 
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2.4. Oct 8 

A good sized 8-10 seater table with plenty of room for the likes of a full Firefly, Arkham Horror or comfortable 

Gloom Haven. Table slats that cover the game vault while not in use making it a practical dining table are 

always included as standard. 
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3. Table Finishes 

3.1. Wood Stains 

Each table is stained with a high-quality pigmented oil stain and finished with a French Polish to protect 

against stains and give a long-lasting finish. 

 

American  

 

Antique 

 

Belgium Grey 

 

Dark Oak 

 

English Antique 

 

Graphite Grey 

 

Onyx 

 

Rustic Oak 

 

Walnut 
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3.2. Playing Surface Options 

Both baize felt and neoprene are available in a range of colours for you to choose from.  

NEOPRENE colours below: 
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FELT colours below: 
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4. Accessories 

Tinkerbot Tables have a wide range of accessories that complement each table without breaking the bank 

account too much. These can be ordered alongside any tables or at a later date to suite you. We will make 

bespoke accessories to make your gaming experience more enjoyable and please do contact us for any ideas. 

4.1. Cup holders 

These are a cup holder that locks naturally onto the table once the slats are removed. It is strong and robust 

to give confidence that there is little risk of knocking that drink over. It will hold up to a pint glass or large 

coffee cup allowing access to the handle.  

 

● Choose you colour of plastic – solid 

(Black, White, Purple, Red, Blue, Green, 

Yellow, Orange) or clear. 

● Engraving? Have it personalised with your 

artwork or names (small surcharge 

applicable). 
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4.2. Player Board 

Keeping control of all those character sheets or cards can be a large burden. At Tinkerbot Games we recognise 

that the focus should be on enjoying the game and not balancing things on the sides of a table or taking up 

room that could be used better. Together with the integrated card holder rails of all tables we offer A4 sized 

player boards providing you with a range of utilities that we are adding to everyday. The example below 

shows a magnetic connected card holder rail for more space - We are constantly working on updates and 

new features including dice prisons, rolling towers and many other options that all fit to this customizable 

personal play area. The dimensions are 21cm x 30cm. 

 

Magnets attach on a card holder 

to any position, with a dice tray 

that clips onto the corner. 

 

If you don’t need the card rail 

simply remove and you have a 

good A4 sixed player area and 

tray. 
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Customise the Player Board with 

any images or details to make 

them perfect for you! 

 

Player Dashboards are available 

for a wide selection of games to 

enhance the playing experience. 

 

Get in touch to find your perfect 

player organiser.  
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4.3. Player Dashboards 

We also offer a range of Player Dashboards like that shown for Zombicide below. These allow character sheets 

to be firmly affixed in position and allow key components and cards to be displayed more easily. Plus, they 

reduce those awkward knocks and nudges that cause you to lose track of important character information. 

They magnetically attach to the Play Boards allowing you to have many different character organisers that 

are all compatible with each other! 

We are constantly adding to our list of character organisers and get in touch to find out more, or ask us to 

design one for any game you need.  

 

Snaps onto any Personal Player 

Board. 

 

Select from a range of clear and 

coloured plastics. 

 

Many more games and features 

added all the time, so if you have 

a game you need then let us 

know and we will make it for you! 
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4.4. RPG Bundle 

The RPG bundle is perfect for larger tables as it allows one side to become the DM/GM area. It consists of an 

additional width ways slat that extends the table surface to give the DM/GM more area to work with. It also 

contains a screen to hide those important notes or rules from your group.  

  

Photos show Onyx accessories 
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4.5. Table Divider 

If you have a large table and need to divide it for smaller games, then the table divider is an excellent way to 

stop dice and tokens being lost between sides. 
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4.6. Customised Token Dish 

Match to your table colour, or don’t – your choice. Add your names, favourite logo, image, motivational dice 

rolling saying and then enjoy. Available in any colour you chose from the table finishes available or tell us the 

colour you want, and we will find it. 
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4.7. Card Holders 

Maximise gaming space with card holders that fit onto the inside or outside of the table edge to store your 

cards and decks out of the way but not out of access! 

 

 

Attaches to inside or outside edge of any table. Available in two sizes - small cards (like gear cards in Arkham 

Horror, Eldritch Horror or curses etc in Gloomhaven) or larger cards (like dominion, or portals/locations in 

Eldritch Horror). 
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4.8. Token Trays 

Improve storage and access to token with this range of token trays. Effortlessly attaches to inside or outside 

edge of the table and can be used for anything from dice to tokens. Maximises vault space and accessibility 

to essential gaming components. 

 

Like the card holders, these Token Trays slide onto the inside or outside of any table giving you that little 

bit extra storage and feeing up space. Even if it just holds the baggies out of the way while you enjoy the 

game. 
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4.9. Tablet Holder 

If you like to use your tablet to track the game, control any features or just to watch helpful videos then this 

can click onto the inside of the table opposite you to give a great view of the screen for your group, or click 

on in front of you so that you can track progress or control your character. Includes a slot to allow a charger 

to be connected as well as a shelf for additional storage of bits and pieces. 

 
 

Maximise the space you have for sprawling game boards by holding the tablet out of the way and at a 

more ergonomic height for your back and neck. 
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5. Payment Terms 

Normally the charges payable are 30% as an initial payment before work commences (to enable ordering of 

materials). We would then expect remainder of the payment to be made once delivery date is agreed. 

6. Standard Terms and Conditions 

All work carried out will be subject to Tinkerbot Standard Terms and Conditions of Sale. These are available 

on request. 

7. Additional Information 

One fantastic feature of all our tables is that they are compatible with any and all our accessories range! This 

is something we strive to maintain, so if you’re not ready to fit any of them then don’t worry, as these could 

be a fantastic birthday present! 
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8. Example Images 

Below are some examples of the finished table. 
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